
Why Social Media
According to Sprout Socials 2017 Q1 Index, social media marketing has a 100% higher 
lead-to-close rate than outbound marketing, and 84% of B2B marketers use social media 
in some form.

It’s predominately FREE (cheap) marketing. Social media platforms such as Facebook 
and Instagram use an algorithm that measures engagement, relevancy, relationships, 
timelines, profile searches, direct shares and time spent. These are all factors to how 
people might see a post from your business page and to get these keys features 
happening, you should have a sponsored post budget and an ad budget.

The ROI on social media ads is unbeatable compared to other platforms such as Google 
adwords which charges approx. $1-2 per click, as opposed to approx. $0.12 per click on 
Facebook. 

You can host a live Instagram or FB chat to celebrate a milestone or new product 
launch, test ads and play around with targets to achieve the best results for your brand. 
Share pop-culture polls and fun gifs. 

These are all activities that build brand awareness, boost web traffic and lead to loyal 
customers.

The best part, social media is FUN! 



At this point in the game, not having a 
social media presence is kind of like 

pulling out a Nokia 3310 at a business 
meeting and then not understanding 
why your boss keeps giving David all 

the new accounts. 



-Social media posts can be used to 
drive targeted traffic.
-Using social media boosts your website 
SEO



-A strong social media presence 
builds brand loyalty
-If you are doing it right, social 
media will lead to real relationship 
building One of our clients, The 
Duxton has been able to create 
exclusive events with Four Pillars 
Gin, Mount Majura Vineyard, 
Brumbies, Raiders, Thoroughbred 
Park and stock local beers such as 
Capital Brewing Co. & Bentspoke –
most of these brand 
representatives have mentioned 
that their social media was a large 
factor as to why they wanted to 
enter into a partnership.
-Users read and trust a good 
brands social media messages.



-Social media can help you get 
noticed at events using hashtags and 
locations

-Your competition is on social media, so 
you should be too

#CapitalChemistGroup #Pharmacy #Health #WeKnowWhatMatters #HealthMatters



This is the largest social media channel 
in the world, with an estimated 1.11 
billion people using the 
site each month, 665 million active 
users each day and generates up to 
645 million local business page views 
per week.

Facebook is the social home for your 
online presence, customers can easily 
browse your products and you can 
communicate with them effectively.
Targeted ads are invaluable, you can 
customise an ad to reach only men 
between the ages of 45-55 in Canberra 
and only they will be served the ad.

Facebook



Facebook
What makes a good post

A good Facebook post requires content that your audience cares to engage with. This is 
why the monthly insights information is collated and analysed to ensure that the 

audience that already has a formed trust in your brand, also cares what you have to say.
Anything on trend will get social media users attention – video, GIFs, professional imagery, 

humour, relatable and educational/informative posts.



Facebook

How to share a post and why

-Click share, bottom right hand corner
-This post will be published on your 
page and look like this ---------------->

The reason you should share posts is to 
interact with other brands and their 
audiences, to strengthen your online 
presence and show diversity on your 
business page.



Facebook
How to measure the success of each post

Insights > Overview > Posts > Click on post you want to see statistics for and you will open 
the below screen to see all comments, likes, reach, clicks and shares.



Instagram is a photo sharing network 
and really highlights the personal side 
of a brand including staff, behind the 
scenes footage and products. There is 
a really big opportunity to collaborate 
with other brands and social 
influencers here. Cross promotion, 
tagging, geo locations and hashtags 
are a big focus here, connecting you 
with customers you didn’t know 
existed. 
There are between 130-150 million users 
on this platform.

Instagram



This is the most popular social media 
platform for video content. With an 
estimated 100 billion unique user every 
month and over 100 hours of video 
uploaded to YouTube every minute. 
YouTube is the second largest search 
engine after Google (not even Yahoo 
or Bing compare).  When it comes to 
boosting your SEO, your Youtube
videos are 50 times more likely to 
appear on the first page of search 
results.

YouTube



Summary
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